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Abstract 
Motivation: Quantification of tumor heterogeneity is essential to better understand cancer 

progressionand to adapt therapeutic treatments to patient specificities. 

 

Results: We present DECONbench, a web-based application to benchmark computational 

methods dedicated to quantify of cell-type heterogeneity in cancer. DECONbench includes 

benchmark datasets, computational methods and performance evaluation. It allows 

submission of new methods.  

 

Availability and implementation: DECONbench is hosted on the open source codalab 

competition platform. It is freely available at:  

https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/23660. 

 

Supplementary information: Additional information is available online and on our website: 

https://cancer-heterogeneity.github.io/deconbench.html. 
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1 Introduction 

Since the recent development of high-throughput sequencing technologies, cancer research 

has focused on characterizing the genetic and epigenetic changes that contribute to the 

disease. However, these studies often neglect the fact that tumors are constituted of cells 

with different identities and origins. Quantification of tumor heterogeneity is of utmost interest 

to the bioinformatics and biomedical research community as multiple components of a tumor 

are key factors in tumor progression, clinical outcome and response to therapy. Advanced 

microdissection techniques to isolate a population of interest from heterogeneous clinical 

tissue samples are not feasible in daily practice. Single-cell technologies, while promising, 

have intensive protocols and require expensive and specialized resources, currently 

hindering their establishment in a clinical setting (Avila Cobos et al., 2018). An alternative is 

to rely on deconvolution methods that infer cell-type composition in silico. Bioinformatics 

tools to assess the different cell populations from bulk transcriptome (Becht et al., 2016; 

Nazarov et al., 2019; Blum et al., 2019) and methylome (Houseman et al., 2014; Lutsik et 

al., 2017; Decamps et al., 2020) samples have been recently developed, including 

reference-based and reference-free methods. This offers several advantages, notably the 

possibility to re-analyse a large number of publicly available datasets. However, their 

efficacy assessment has been impaired by the lack of dedicated benchmarking studies, 

which is often the case for methodological developments (Ellrott et al., 2019). Here we 

present DECONbench, an innovative public digital benchmarking platform, open source and 

freely available, aiming to compare deconvolution methods for tumor heterogeneity 

quantification. It includes benchmarking datasets, state-of-the-art computational methods 

and it enables the submission of new methods. 
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Fig. 1. Overview of the DECONbench platform.  

The platform proposes a set of 8 reference deconvolution methods and benchmark datasets 

consisting of paired methylome and transcriptome of in silico mixtures from pancreatic 

tumors. The platform outputs the performance of each method on a leaderboard and 

provides plots for deeper evaluation. New methods are automatically compared to the 

existing ones. 

 

2 The benchmarking platform infrastructure 
DECONbench takes advantage of the Codalab web-based platform 

(https://competitions.codalab.org/) to provide a common software environment for evaluating 

deconvolution methods. Users submit a full R program that is applied to the provided 

benchmark datasets and compared to the ground truth. DECONbench outputs a 

performance score displayed on the leaderboard (Fig. 1). 
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3 Current benchmark datasets and methods 
We have generated transcriptome and methylome benchmarking datasets from primary cells 

from pancreatic tumors and sorted cells from public datasets (supplementary Fig. 1). 

Heterogeneous samples were simulated using mixture of individual cell populations. Sample 

compositions are not accessible to the users. Methods are evaluated on their accuracy to 

estimate the cell-type proportion per sample from transcriptome and/or methylome 

heterogeneous profiles. The discriminating metric is the mean absolute error between the 

estimate and the ground truth. We recently used this unreleased dataset in a data challenge 

(https://tinyurl.com/hadaca2019). The best methods collectively discovered during the 

challenge are provided on DECONbench as reference methods (supplementary Table 1). 

The methods consist of various statistical approaches and novel strategies integrating 

transcriptome and methylome. 

 

4 Usage 
DECONbench is designed to execute methods developed in R statistical programming 

language, using a docker image provided on our website. A list of R packages installed on 

the docker image is as well provided. Users need to: i) register to DECONbench on the 

participate tab, download the starting kit and the public datasets ii) develop an algorithm 

according to DECONbench guidelines and iii) submit their code (a zip file) in the participate 

tab. Submitted algorithms are evaluated on DECONbench datasets and benchmarked with 

the other methods. Resulting scores appear on the leaderboard and a fact sheet is edited 

summarizing the performances (Supplementary Fig. 2). Importantly, users can choose 

whether they want their algorithm to be public or private. 

 

5 Perspectives 
This platform is a unique opportunity to compare the performance of deconvolution methods 

on different omics data. It can be used to assess the performance of newly developed 

methods by applying them on high quality benchmark datasets in a user-friendly fashion. 

The structure of DECONbench is open to evolution. Work is ongoing to generate new 

benchmark datasets that will be added to the platform. In the near future, we plan to expand 

the usability of DECONbench by offering the possibility for owners of biological data to 

upload them. This extended functionality will allow health professionals and biologists to 

benefit from all developed methods to gain insights regarding the composition of their 

samples. 
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